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Summary
•

Agomelatine is a new first-in-class antidepressant with a novel mode of
action at melatonin and serotonin receptors. It is licensed for the treatment
of major depressive episodes with minimum treatment duration of 24
weeks at a standard dose of 25 mg daily, or a higher dose of 50 mg daily.

•

Agomelatine has demonstrated efficacy in several placebo-controlled
studies. It has also demonstrated efficacy in short-term active comparator
studies including one with 24 weeks of treatment follow-up. The evidence
indicates that it is about as effective as existing treatment options. Nearly
one quarter of patients eventually require the higher dose of agomelatine.
There is scant evidence for use in older patients (age ≥ 65 years).

•

Evidence regarding the safety and side-effect profile of agomelatine
indicates a similar incidence of adverse effects to other commonly used
antidepressants. It is associated with a low incidence of weight gain.
Some active-comparator studies have demonstrated a lower incidence of
specific treatment-emergent effects such as sleep disturbances and
sexual dysfunction with agomelatine compared with other commonly used
antidepressants.

•

Agomelatine requires regular monitoring of liver function with attendant
impact on healthcare resources, patients, and costs.

•

Agomelatine is one of the most costly antidepressants available. The
mean cost of one month’s treatment with agomelatine is about £48. This
compares with less than £5 per month for many commonly used
antidepressants. Cost-effectiveness appears to improve as agomelatine is
placed further down treatment algorithms. It is unlikely to prove costeffective as a first- or second-line treatment option for the majority of
eligible patients.
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Introduction and Background
The management of depression is a significant burden on the NHS and is now
one of the most common presenting indications in primary care. Within NHS
North East during 2008-9 nearly £15 million was spent on antidepressant and
related drugs within primary care alone, although not all use will have been
indicated for depression. 1 The National Institute for Health and Clinical
Excellence issued guidance in 2004 concerning the management of depression
in adults with an update planned for publication in October 2009. 2,3 The
mainstay of pharmacological treatment of depression is use of a selective
serotonin receptor inhibitor (SSRI). There are some drugs within this class that
have good safety records, a substantial evidence base demonstrating benefit,
and are available generically at low cost. 2,3
There are many different drugs available for treating depression, although most
prescribing is restricted to a handful of drugs such as the SSRIs (fluoxetine,
paroxetine, sertraline, and citalopram) and to a lesser extent an older class of
drugs known as tricyclic antidepressants (TCAs) typified by amitriptyline,
dosulepin, and lofepramine. Other drugs that are commonly used, but usually
subsequent to use of a TCA or a SSRI, include those with serotonergic and
noradrenergic properties such as mirtazapine and venlafaxine. Current NICE
guidance recommends using a SSRI for first-line treatment of moderate to severe
depression. The same guidance recommends a multitude of drug treatments if a
second-line treatment is required (e.g. due to ineffective or non-tolerated first-line
option) but emphasises use of an alternative SSRI or mirtazapine. Venlafaxine is
considered a suitable second-line option ‘especially for more severe
depression’. 2
Treatment-resistant depression is defined as failure to respond to an adequate
trial of two or more antidepressants. Recommended options for treatmentresistant depression include a range of different drugs and drug combinations,
combined with psychological therapy. 2
The most recent update of NICE guidance for the treatment of depression in
adults advises that second-line treatment options should be a different SSRI or a
‘better tolerated newer-generation antidepressant’. Recommended subsequent
treatment options (i.e. third-line or later) should be ‘of a different pharmacological
class that may be less well tolerated, for example venlafaxine, a TCA or a monoamine oxidase inhibitor’. 3
Agomelatine is a first-in-class antidepressant with agonistic activity at melatonin
receptors and antagonistic actions at certain serotonin receptors within the
central nervous system. In addition, the activity at serotonin receptors appears to
enhance levels of dopamine and noradrenaline in the frontal cortex. 4
Agomelatine (Valdoxan®▼, Servier) has been available in the UK since June
2009. It is licensed for the treatment of episodes of major depressive disorder
(MDD or ‘depression’) in adults and is available as a 25 mg tablet with the usual
dose being one tablet daily. A higher daily dose of 50 mg may be indicated if
symptoms have not improved after two weeks of treatment with the lower dose. 5
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Neither current NICE guidelines, nor the 2009 update, include consideration of
agomelatine. 2,3
A major depressive episode is defined by the fourth version of the Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-IV) as at least two weeks of
depressed mood or loss of interest in usual activities, accompanied by at least
four additional symptoms of depression such as; disturbed sleep, lethargy or
apathy, poor concentration, inattention, indecisiveness, or suicidal ideation. 6
The North East Treatment Advisory Group has been requested by a member
specialist mental health trusts to conduct an appraisal of, and issue a treatment
recommendation for, the use of agomelatine within its product license.
Clinical Evidence
Agomelatine has been widely studied in short and longer-term studies including a
number of active-comparator studies. Only evidence pertinent to the licensed
indication is considered within this report.
A commonly reported outcome is the Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression
(HAMD) score. There is no evidence regarding what constitutes a clinically
meaningful difference in HAMD score although NICE consider a ‘between-group
difference’ of ≥ 3 points as the criterion for clinical significance. 2
Common recruitment criteria included a diagnosis of MDD as per DSM-IV criteria
and HAMD score ≥ 22.
Short-term placebo-controlled studies
Three randomised, double-blind, placebo-controlled studies (combined
n = 1,171), were undertaken to assess the short-term (six to eight weeks)
efficacy of agomelatine. 7-9 Compared with placebo, treatment doses of
agomelatine produced a significantly greater reduction in HAMD scores relative
to baseline.
Pooled data from these studies (n = 721) demonstrated a between group
difference in final HAMD score of 2.86 (p < 0.001) in favour of agomelatine (all
patients had baseline HAMD score ≥ 22). In subgroups with more severe
depression defined by baseline HAMD ≥ 25 and HAMD ≥ 30 the difference was
3.00 (p < 0.001) and 4.53 (p = 0.001) respectively. 10
Active comparator studies
There are limited published data comparing agomelatine with currently available
antidepressants although abstract and unpublished data is also available. Two
short-term studies of between six and 12 weeks duration compared agomelatine
25 to 50 mg daily with venlafaxine 75 to 150 mg daily. Although efficacy
outcomes were not the primary focus of the studies, they did not demonstrate a
significant difference between treatments with respect to changes in HAMD
score. 11-12
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Longer-term ( ≤ 24 weeks) outcome data concerning agomelatine versus
venlafaxine is also available 13 and originates from one of the above studies. 11
This demonstrates that patients treated with agomelatine showed a higher
response rate (defined as > 50% reduction in HAMD score from baseline)
compared with venlafaxine modified-release (70% vs. 62%, ‘p’ not stated).
Agomelatine 25 to 50 mg has also been compared with sertraline 50 to 100 mg in
a six-week study. The difference in HAMD score changes between baseline and
week six was 1.68 in favour of agomelatine (p = 0.031). 14 TEXT REMOVED TO
MAINTAIN CONFIDENTIALITY 15
Agomelatine 25 to 50 mg has also been compared with fluoxetine 20 to 40 mg
daily in an eight-week study in severely depressed patients with a HAMD score
≥ 25 (n = 515). TEXT REMOVED TO MAINTAIN CONFIDENTIALITY. 15
None of the comparative studies used maximum licensed doses of the
comparator drugs, which is up to 375 mg daily with venlafaxine, up to 60 mg daily
with fluoxetine, and up to 200 mg daily with sertraline. 16 Note that these
maximum doses are uncommon in practice.
Longer-term placebo-controlled studies
Two, currently unpublished, placebo-controlled studies have evaluated the
efficacy of agomelatine in the prevention of relapse of depression. Patients had
recurrent depression (DSM-IV criteria) and a HAMD score of ≥ 22. 17,18
In the first study responders were defined as those with HAMD ≤ 10 (n = 339)
after eight to ten weeks of open-label treatment with agomelatine 25 to 50 mg
daily (n = 492). Responders then entered a ten-month double-blind phase. The
results demonstrated a significantly lower rate of relapse for patients treated with
agomelatine compared with placebo (23.9% vs. 49.9%, p < 0.0001). 18,19
In the second study patients defined as responders after eight to ten weeks of
open-label agomelatine 25 mg daily entered a 26-week double-blind phase. No
significant difference on relapse rate was observed between agomelatine and
placebo. However an 18-week extension phase investigating patients with severe
depression (HAMD > 25, n = 169) did identify a significantly lower relapse rate in
favour of agomelatine (21% vs. 31% p = 0.046). 17,19
Summary of the clinical evidence
Agomelatine has been evaluated in a number of different studies although only a
few have been published in peer reviewed journals. It has demonstrated efficacy
compared with placebo and commonly used active comparators (specifically
fluoxetine, sertraline, and venlafaxine) over the short and longer-term. The
evidence indicates it is of equivalent efficacy to these drugs and that it maintains
a significant clinical improvement for up to 24 weeks. It is worth noting that none
of the active-comparator studies used maximum doses of the comparator drug
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which may have introduced bias in favour of agomelatine. It should also be noted
that efficacy was not the primary outcome measure in some of the activecomparator studies.
Much of the evidence is derived from studies of less than 24 weeks duration
whereas the minimum recommended duration of treatment stipulated for
agomelatine is 24 weeks. In common with use of other antidepressants, the
greatest effects are often seen with the most severely depressed patients.
There is very little evidence relating to the use of agomelatine in older patients
(age > 65 years). The product data sheet states “Efficacy has not been clearly
demonstrated in the elderly (≥ 65 years). …. Therefore, caution should be
exercised when prescribing Valdoxan® to these patients.” 5
Safety
Indirect comparisons of the overall incidence of adverse effects indicate
comparable rates with other commonly used antidepressant drugs. The most
common effects from short term studies were headache, nausea, dizziness, and
dry mouth. Adverse events occurring at a significantly higher frequency with
agomelatine than placebo in short-term studies were dizziness (5.5% vs. 3.1%),
paraesthesia (0.9% vs. 0.1%), and blurred vision (0.6% vs. none). In longer-term
placebo studies the corresponding effects were insomnia (2.5% vs. 0.7%) and
sinusitis (1.4% vs. none). 17
Some of the active-comparator studies were specifically designed to assess the
development of treatment emergent effects. These short-term studies have
demonstrated that agomelatine:
•

Produces less discontinuation symptoms than paroxetine following
discontinuation of treatment. 20

•

Produces less treatment-emergent sexual dysfunction than
venlafaxine. 11,12

•

Results in greater improvements in sleep and related symptoms than
sertraline. 21

Weight gain appeared to be an uncommon adverse effect with an incidence
estimated at 1% in patients treated for one year. 17 Weight gain is a recognised
side effect with some antidepressants, particularly TCAs and mirtazapine. 22
A non-significantly higher incidence of dose-related elevated liver function test
(LFT) results, specifically serum transaminases > 3 times the upper limit of
normal, were observed in 1.0 to 1.4% of agomelatine patients vs. 0.7% with
placebo. 17 Consequently it is a condition of treatment that LFTs should be
performed for all patients at initiation of treatment and then periodically after
around six, 12 and 24 weeks, and thereafter when clinically indicated. 5,17
Agomelatine is contraindicated for use with potent CYP1A2 inhibitors such as
ciprofloxacin, and in patients with hepatic impairment. 5 There are limited data
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on the use of agomelatine in patients aged under 18 or over 65 years, and it
should not be used for elderly depressed patients with dementia. 5,17
A specific project funded by Servier has been established to collect follow-up
data on the use of agomelatine for depression. The project, known as NEVADA,
is endorsed by the Mental Health Research Network, and by association has
been adopted into the NHS National Institute for Health Research clinical studies
portfolio. A senior mental health clinician within NHS North East is a member of
the steering committee for the project. Servier will only have access to national
outcome and adverse event data, and only to ensure compliance with regulatory
functions. The system is computer based and participation is optional. 23
Economic analysis
Agomelatine is available in packs of 28 tablets at £38.53 per pack. A metaanalysis identified that about one quarter of patients require the higher dose of
50 mg daily, 19,24 which would cost £77.06 per 28 days. The weighted mean cost
per 28 days is therefore about £48.
The marketing authorisation holder has provided an evidence-based cost utility
analysis derived from their submission to the Scottish Medicines Consortium. 15
The key assumptions within the standard model are:
• Treatment duration of 24 weeks, with a proportion ceasing treatment at a sixweek review. Treatment duration > 24 weeks is not modelled.
• 15% of patients require the maximum daily dose of 50 mg during weeks 3 to
24.
• The model includes all reasonable costs such as: LFTs, outpatient visits, GP
visits, agomelatine and other drug costs.
Three scenarios are estimated: (a) substitution for venlafaxine with subsequent
use of mirtazapine for non-responders, (b) substitution for venlafaxine after all
other treatment options have been considered, and (c) use as an alternative to nil
treatment/supportive care.
The analyses with respect to venlafaxine (scenarios a & b) use results derived
from a single study that was not designed to assess efficacy as the primary
outcome. 11 The model also uses a cost for venlafaxine that may not accurately
reflect the costs faced within NHS North East. For example, it assumes the use
of venlafaxine tablets which are less costly than the most commonly used
presentation within NHS North East (modified release capsules). This arises due
to the design of the relevant study. 11 Additionally, the maximal dose of
venlafaxine used in the relevant study was 150 mg whereas in practice higher
and more costly doses may be used. These factors probably lead to bias against
agomelatine as they will result in apparently lower offset costs than might be
expected. However, the model uses TEXT REMOVED TO MAINTAIN
CONFIDENTIALITY and also assumes that only 15% of patients require
treatment with the higher dose whereas an unpublished meta-analysis found that
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24% require the higher dose. 11 These factors will lead to bias in favour of
agomelatine.
Similar issues are present with the modelled use of mirtazapine as a subsequent
therapy, where the rates of use of specific doses vary to those used within NHS
North East, and the costs are greater than current values. These will bias in
favour of agomelatine by overestimating the offset costs.
A condition on the use of agomelatine is that liver function tests (LFTs) are
performed at baseline, 6, 12 and 24 weeks as a minimum. There are obvious
cost implications attached to this requirement. It is estimated that a standard LFT
costs about £4. 25 If all four tests are performed for all patients over a 24 week
period this will add £16 to a single 24-week treatment course, or about an extra
6% to 7% on top of drug acquisition costs. The economic model uses a cost of
£2.84 per LFT. This value appears to originate from the costs of pathology tests
as apply to acute medical trusts and not necessarily those that apply in primary
care or within a specialist mental health trust. The net effect is small but will bias
in favour of agomelatine by underestimating this associated cost.
Other costs within the model are referenced against independent sources and
appear reasonable. Costs for acute care have not been estimated using the
Department of Health payment by results tariff, which specifically excludes adult
mental health, and therefore may not reflect local costs. For example the cost per
unscheduled hospital visit (i.e. A&E visit) is estimated at £98, compared to a
current tariff price of between £59 and £109. The net effect will be small.
On the basis of these assumptions the incremental cost-effectiveness ratio per
quality adjusted life year for scenario (a) is £X, for scenario (b) it is £Y, and for
scenario (c) it is £Z. (ACTUAL VALUES REMOVED TO MAINTAIN
CONFIDENTIALITY) The actual values should be interpreted cautiously for the
reasons previously outlined. A clear trend is present where the cost-effectiveness
increases as the new treatment, agomelatine, is reserved for ever more resistant
or severe patients, as implied by the scenarios.
The recommended minimum duration of treatment with agomelatine is 24 weeks
which does not differ from other antidepressant drugs. The cost for a 24-week
course of treatment with agomelatine, assuming that about one quarter of
patients will receive the higher dose from week 5, is £280 (£218) per patient, plus
£16 for LFTs.
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Agomelatine as an alternative to venlafaxine
As suggested by the economic model scenarios, agomelatine may be considered
as an alternative treatment to venlafaxine. The total number of days of
venlafaxine prescribed within NHS North East primary care in 2008-09 cannot be
reliably estimated from prescription data because, despite standard doses, some
patients may take a greater number of tablets/capsules to obtain higher
treatment doses. Total expenditure on venlafaxine was £5.37 million.
Using an average daily quantity of 100 mg, 26 there were about 5.36 million days
treatment with venlafaxine dispensed in this period. If agomelatine was
substituted for 10% of this use it would represent 536,000 days treatment at a
cost of about £919,000. Offset against this would be the cost of venlafaxine
yielding a net cost of about £382,000. This is equivalent to 3,190 patients all
receiving treatment for 24 weeks. Venlafaxine is associated with some
monitoring requirements, especially at higher doses, and it is assumed that the
cost of these is balanced by the cost of LFTs required with agomelatine.
These figures are for indicative purposes only and are not evidence based. It
should be noted that venlafaxine is not only licensed for the treatment of
depression but also anxiety disorders and so the estimated value will likely
overestimate the use of venlafaxine for treating depression.
Venlafaxine has fallen in price substantially since January 2009 when generic
versions became available. The cost of venlafaxine is expected to fall further as
the reimbursement price better reflects actual wholesale prices.
The 10% rate of substitution has been arbitrarily selected and does not take into
account potential differences in duration of treatments.
Agomelatine as an alternative to mirtazapine
Alternatively, agomelatine could be considered as a substitute for mirtazapine,
which is also often used as a second-line or subsequent treatment. Based on
standard dose frequencies, within NHS North East primary care 2008-09 there
were 437,000 days treatment dispensed at a cost of about £1.9 million. If 10% of
this was substituted for agomelatine the cost would be £749,000 for agomelatine
with an offset cost of £190,000 yielding a net cost of £559,000. Mirtazapine is not
associated with any specific monitoring requirements, therefore an additional
cost with agomelatine would be the cost of LFTs. This is crudely estimated at
£42,000 based on all patients completing a 24-week treatment period. This
estimate is equivalent to 2,600 patients.
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Fig 1. Comparison chart of cost of 28 days treatment with agomelatine and
commonly used antidepressants 27
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Points to consider
Agomelatine is the first in a new class of melatonergic antidepressants. Currently
there are more than 20 different antidepressants from several pharmacological
classes available in the UK.
Agomelatine appears to be an effective treatment for moderate to severe
depression. Short-term randomised placebo-controlled and active comparator
studies suggest comparable efficacy to currently licensed antidepressants. There
is little evidence for use of agomelatine in older patients (age ≥ 65 years).
The safety of agomelatine has been established in relatively short duration
studies. Separate studies have demonstrated a lower incidence of some specific
treatment-emergent effects such as sexual dysfunction and sleep disturbances
compared with sertraline and venlafaxine.
Patients being treated with agomelatine must undergo regular liver function tests
due to a small increased risk of raised liver enzymes.
Agomelatine is one of the most costly antidepressants available based on typical
daily treatment costs. 28 Given the large range of effective treatment options
already available at low cost, agomelatine is unlikely to be cost-effective unless
targeted at particular patient groups who may benefit most from its specific
pharmacological profile. The current evidence base does not allow these patients
to be reliably identified but indicates it may those who cannot tolerate particular
effects related to other treatments.
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Author’s declaration
The author has attended two separate educational training days delivered by a
third party academic, which were entirely sponsored by Servier Laboratories.
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